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METALS UPDATE 

August 20, 2014 

London Gold AM Fix $1,294.50 -$5.50 from prior AM  
LME Copper Stocks 146,200 tons -550 tons. Shanghai Deliverable Stocks 107,443 tons -150 tons 
Gold Stocks 9.855 million ounces +1,400, Silver Stocks 176.162 million ounces -326,204  
 
Global equity markets saw mixed action during the overnight and early morning hours, with early weakness seen 
in European and US shares. The Japanese Nikkei ended the overnight trade on an eight day winning streak, but 
off its best levels following July trade data that showed a larger deficit. China's Shanghai Composite posted a new 
high for the move in overnight action, but closed lower on concerns over IPO supply. The major European indices 
were on a lower track during the morning hours, with some concern coming on a surprising dissent inside the 
Bank of England meeting minutes, with two members calling for a rate hike. An added headwind in Europe came 
from soft earnings from Carlsberg that warned of weakening conditions surrounding Russia. US markets were 
fractionally lower to start, perhaps taking a pause after an impressive two-week run. The US economic calendar is 
quiet this morning, with attention turning to the latest FOMC meeting minutes release this afternoon.  
 
GOLD / SILVER 
The gold market tried to rally early on Tuesday morning, but the rug was yanked out from under the bull camp 
again by a fresh upside breakout in the US Dollar. With stellar US economic data from Housing Starts and 
Housing Permits vaulting the Dollar higher and in turn reducing economic uncertainty facing the global economy, 
the bear camp has to feel confident. With even the PGM markets under pressure it would seem like news of a 
Ukraine/Russian leader meeting is adding into the liquidation bias. Declining safe haven interest, significant 
adversity from the currency markets and fresh technical damage on the charts leaves the bear camp in control of 
gold, silver and palladium. While the bull camp might eventually expect to see some residual physical demand 
support for the markets, in the wake of the Jackson Hole Fed meeting, that support probably can't be expected to 
surface until late Thursday or perhaps until midday Friday. Furthermore with the recent spec long in gold 
registering at 178,000 contracts and the safe haven angle seemingly on the decline, more technically related 
knock-on selling might be expected today, especially if consolidation low support of $1,293 is violated in the 
December Gold contract. Supporting gold is news that the world's largest gold ETF saw their gold holdings 
increase by 1.50 tonnes on Tuesday afternoon, the first time that their holdings increased for two days in a row 
since July 22nd-23rd. Overall gold derivative holdings increased by 48,408 ounces while silver derivative holdings 
declined by 319,974 ounces.  
 
PLATINUM  
PGM markets ranged down sharply on Tuesday in what seemed to be a downgrade of Russian physical supply-
side threats. With top Ukraine and Russian officials scheduled to meet in the days ahead and the Russian stock 
market forging a long series of gains, one could suggest that geopolitical angst is draining from the border conflict. 
However, reports overnight that Pro-Russian forces are destroying infrastructure in the Ukraine to damage the 
economy might become a supportive story but that story line this morning doesn't appear to be capable of 
offsetting the adversity of the rising Dollar. Somewhat surprisingly, the pro-demand argument for palladium and 
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platinum was discounted yesterday in the face of surprisingly positive US Housing Starts and Permits data. Once 
the physical supply disruption theme from Russia is mostly extracted, bargain-hunting buyers might surface for 
PGM metals, but that might require a return to $850-$867 in palladium and to $1,425 in platinum. News of a mine 
closure in Zimbabwe is projected to remove 70,000 ounces from world supply flow, but that news only looks to be 
a minor cushion against the current downward bias.  
 
TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS  
We leave the bias with the bear camp across the precious metals complex today. However, we might also expect 
silver and platinum to bottom prior to gold and palladium during the coming 36 hours of trade. As mentioned 
already, we suspect that a continued improvement in macroeconomic sentiment, off soothing tensions in Ukraine 
and more positive US data flows might allow for more downside directly ahead in gold and palladium, but that 
could also usher in a value-buying opportunity late this week. Look for a slide in December Gold down to $1,283, 
a slide in September Palladium to $867 and a slide in December Silver down to $19.30.  
 
 
COPPER  
The copper market remained weak yesterday despite positive US housing results, a noted decline in geopolitical 
anxiety and also in the face of stellar US equity market gains. Therefore, the copper market is captivated by the 
definitive upside breakout in the Dollar, and perhaps the market needs to see more overt easing dialogue from the 
Chinese central bank to definitively reverse negative sentiment. Portions of the copper trade remain concerned 
about slack summer demand and rising physical supply! While the bull camp could have been cheered by better 
than expected US Housing Starts and Permits results, the copper trade has only managed to consolidate just 
above the recent lows. Until the copper trade embraces a more upbeat global economic outlook and or the 
Ukrainian situation is resolved peacefully, it could be difficult for nearby copper prices to rise consistently off this 
week's lows. The inability to maintain short-covering motion yesterday and a return to the recent lows in the face 
of positive US data and equity market action yesterday leaves the copper market fundamentally vulnerable. 
Remain bearish toward copper, as long as the September contract remains below $3.1265.  
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